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Abstract

In this work, a thermodynamic description of the Mg–Ca–Sr system is carried out using the modified quasichemical model. The three binary
systems Mg–Ca, Mg–Sr and Ca–Sr have been reoptimized based on the experimental phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties available in
the literature. Good agreement was obtained among the calculated phase diagrams, thermodynamic properties and the corresponding experimental
data from the literature. Using the established database, the Mg–Ca–Sr phase diagram is calculated. Also, a comparison between the liquidus
projection calculated using random solution model and the modified quasichemical model is presented. Since experimental data on the mutual
solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr could not be found in the literature, the Mg–Ca–Sr phase diagram is calculated and compared for the two
cases of limited and complete solubility between these two compounds.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Strontium and calcium are two important additives used
in magnesium alloys. The alloying effects of strontium on
magnesium alloys, e.g. Mg–Al based alloys, have been
found to display superior creep performance and excellent
high-temperature properties [1]. Alloying magnesium with
calcium, on the other hand, is suggested to improve the
creep resistance and tensile strength, and to provide corrosion
resistance comparable to commercial Mg-alloys with rare earth
elements [2]. Moreover, calcium protects melt surface causing
less slag formation and less additive loss.

To create an accurate thermodynamic model of a ternary
system, it is necessary to have thermodynamic description of
the three constituent binary systems first. In order to provide
a good prediction for the thermodynamic properties of the
Mg–Ca–Sr system, it is necessary to choose the suitable
model that describes the excess Gibbs energy. If a model
based on random mixing is used for the liquid phase, higher
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order interaction parameters are needed to reproduce the
liquidus around the intermetallic compounds, such as Mg2Ca,
and it often results in a less satisfactory liquidus at other
compositions. According to Sommer [3] and Mishra et al. [4]
there is a tendency for glass formation in the Mg–Ca system in
the composition range between 50–74 at.% Ca and partial glass
formation in the composition ranges of 10–50 and 74–85 at.%
Ca. This indicates the tendency for short range ordering in the
Mg–Ca liquid. To deal with short range ordering, the associates
model was proposed in the literature. However, this model is not
physically sound, since it assumes that some molecules occupy
specific atomic positions. Furthermore, using random solution
model to treat liquids with short range ordering continues to
appear in the literature. In reality, a random solution model is
only expected at very high temperature when the entropy term
overwhelms any tendency for ordering or clustering of atoms.
It follows that the configurational entropy of mixing should
vary with temperature. The quasichemical solution model has
a better treatment of configurational entropy that accounts for a
non-random distribution of atoms. Therefore, no model based
on the random mixing can properly describe the influence
of short-range ordering, as they do not solve the problem
of the configurational entropy. The description of short-range
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ordering can be taken into account with bond energy models by
considering the interactions between atoms that extend beyond
the nearest neighbours approximation. This problem has been
treated using quasichemical model [5,6]. The model is so-called
because it has a mass-action equation that is typical in chemical
reaction theory.

No phase equilibrium, ternary compound or experimental
thermodynamic data for the Mg–Ca–Sr system could be found
in the literature, thus this work was initiated to critically
evaluate the thermodynamic description of this system using
the modified quasichemical model.

2. Experimental data

2.1. Mg–Ca system

Baar [7] determined the liquidus temperature for the Mg–Ca
system. The starting materials in his work were of low purity.
The melting point of the starting Ca was 808 ◦C, and for Mg
was 632.6◦C, compared to 842 ◦C and 650 ◦C [8] for pure Ca
and Mg, respectively. Further work on this system was carried
out by Paris [9] while he was studying the Mg–Ca–Zn ternary
system. He stated that his results differ slightly from those of
Baar [7]. However, Paris [9] did not report the purity of the
starting materials. Haughton et al. [10] determined the liquidus
temperature in the Mg-rich region in the composition range of 0
to 26 at.% Ca. They found that the liquidus temperatures in this
composition range are in fair agreement with Vosskühler [11],
and Klemm and Dinkelacker [12] but differ slightly from that
given by Baar [7]. Haughton et al. [10] reported that the
invariant reaction in the Mg-rich region occurs at 10.5 ± 0.5
at.% Ca and 517 ◦C, compared to Baar’s results as 12.46 at.%
Ca and 514 ◦C. Whereas, Klemm and Dinkelacker’s [12] values
are 10.5 at.% Ca and 516.5 ◦C which are in good accord with
Haughton et al. [10].

Nayeb-Hashemi and Clark [13] critically assessed this
system based on the liquidus temperatures and the eutectic
reactions of Vosskühler [11], and Klemm and Dinkelacker [12].
However, they [13] placed the melting point of Mg2Ca
at 715 ◦C which is the average temperature measured by
Baar [7] and Vosskühler [11]. Agarwal et al. [14] measured
calorimetrically the enthalpy of mixing of liquid Mg–Ca alloy
at 750 ◦C and heat contents of Mg2Ca between 477 and 877 ◦C.
They used these values together with the experimental phase
equilibria from [10–12] to calculate the phase diagram of the
Mg–Ca system. The enthalpy of mixing of Sommer et al. [15]
was not used since it contradicts with their measurement.
According to Agarwal et al. [14], their experiments were
performed in an iron crucible and adding Ca to the melt
resulted in creeping the crucible and producing less reliable
measurements. Hence, the enthalpy of mixing measured by
Sommer et al. [15] seems to be more reliable than the one
published by Agarwal et al. [14] and it will be used in the
current work.

Several researchers [10–12,16–18] measured the solubility
of Ca in Mg. Among them Burke [16] and Vosskühler [11] who
reported limited solubility and their results agree fairly well,
whereas other researchers reported larger solubility. Hence, the
limited solubility will be adopted in this work.

Many efforts had been made to measure the heat of
formation of the compound Mg2Ca [14,19–26]. The average
heat of formation reported in [21–23,26] will be used during
the optimization in this work because these results are more
reliable. Mashovets and Puchkov [27], and Sommer [28]
determined the activity of Mg and Ca in Mg–Ca liquid at
807, 927 and 737 ◦C using vapour pressure measurement.
Hultgren et al. [29] summarize the experimental work
performed on this system. These data will be also used in this
work.

2.2. Mg–Sr system

Nayeb-Hashemi and Clark [30] reviewed the Mg–Sr system
and their article provides a comprehensive discussion of all the
experimental results obtained by previous researchers [31–34].
Brown [33] used differential thermal analysis (DTA) and
high temperature X-ray diffraction analysis to determine the
(Sr) solidus and its allotropic transformations. Ray also [34]
determined the (Sr) solidus by thermal analysis. According
to Nayeb-Hashemi and Clark [30], despite the possibility of
hydrogen contamination of Brown’s [33] samples, the solidus
temperatures he obtained were more realistic than those of
Ray [34]. Thermal analyses and metallographic examinations
indicated a very small solid solubility of Sr in Mg, less than 0.5
at.% Sr [33]. This was considered negligible in the optimization
of the Mg–Sr phase diagram by Chartrand and Pelton [35].
On the other hand, a significant solid solubility of Mg in Sr
was detected by Ray [34] using thermal and metallographic
analyses which do not agree with Brown [33] who reported
limited solubility. In the current evaluation, the experimental
data of Brown [33] are used because they have better agreement
with the limiting slope of the liquidus at XSr = 1, Eq. (1), than
those of Ray [34]. If the solubility of Mg in Sr is negligible,
the limiting slope is related to the enthalpy and temperature of
fusion of Sr as shown by Eq. (1).(
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dT
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X i =1
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1 fus H
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A tin solution calorimetry was used to measure the heat
of formation of the congruently melting compound Mg2Sr
from solid Mg and Sr by King and Kleppa [36]. Sommer
et al. [15] determined the enthalpy of mixing of the liquid
alloys at 807 ◦C, using high temperature calorimetry. The
thermodynamic activities of liquid alloys at 781 ◦C were
determined by Sommer [36] using a modified Ruff boiling
technique. These were the only thermodynamic data found for
the system and they will be used in the current optimization.

2.3. Ca–Sr system

Schottmiller et al. [37] determined the liquidus as well as
the solidus of the Ca–Sr phase diagram over the entire range of
composition using DTA. The melting point of the starting Ca
was 843±1 ◦C, and for Sr was 774±1 ◦C, compared to 842 ◦C
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and 776 ◦C [8] for pure Ca and Sr, respectively. They reported
that the two-phase region liquid and solid is very narrow; never
exceeds a range of 6 ◦C. They mentioned that there are three
allotropies of Ca and Sr. Their proposed phase diagram was
later redrawn by Elliott [38]. A more reliable report by Smith
et al. [39], stated that there are only two allotropies occurring
in both pure Ca and Sr. Schottmiller et al. [37] investigated
the lattice parameter for fcc, hcp and bcc solid solutions
using X-ray diffraction. They found a linear variation of lattice
parameter with Sr content at room temperature for fcc solid
solution obeying Vegard’s law. Whereas, a positive deviation
from Vegrad’s law occurs in the Sr-rich region at 415 ◦C for
bcc and hcp solid solutions. It should be noted that the work
of Peterson and Fattore [41] for the Ca–H system indicated the
nonexistence of hcp allotropy of Ca. King [42] determined the
lattice parameters at room temperature for six samples in the
Ca–Sr system using XRD. He reported a linear variation of
the unit cell volume with Sr content obeying Vegard’s law. In
addition, Klemm and Mike [40] reported only little deviation
from Vegard’s law. Such behaviour is expected considering the
similar atomic sizes and crystal structures of Ca and Sr. Further,
the results of Schottmiller et al. [37], King [41], and Klemm and
Mike [40] were analysed by Alcock et al. [43] who found that
there is only little deviation from Vegard’s law.

In this work, it is considered that Ca and Sr form a solid
solution throughout the entire composition range. Both pure Ca
and Sr have the same type of allotropic phase transformation
from fcc to bcc at 443 ◦C and 556 ◦C [8], respectively. Predel
et al. [44] determined the enthalpy of mixing for the liquid
alloys at 870 ◦C using high temperature calorimetry. The excess
entropy of mixing of the Ca–Sr liquid is relatively small and it
is assumed to be zero by Predel et al. [44].

2.4. Mg–Ca–Sr system

No experimental thermodynamic data for the Mg–Ca–Sr
ternary system could be found in the literature. Combining
the computational thermodynamic with first principle approach,
Mg–Ca–Sr system was evaluated by Zhong et al. [45]. In
their evaluation, even though there is no experimental data to
verify the mutual solid solubility between Mg2Sr and Mg2Ca,
a complete solid solution has been assumed based on the
similarity with other systems that contain Laves phases and
on the fact that Sr and Ca are very similar in terms of
crystal structure and atomic size. Their model is based on
random mixing, which cannot properly describe the short-range
ordering. Thus, this work was initiated to model this system
using the modified quasichemical model. The phase equilibria
will be established for this system based on the optimized
binary subsystem.

3. Thermodynamic models

For a pure element with a certain structure ϕ, its Gibbs free
energy, referenced at room temperature, is described as

◦Gϕ
A(T ) = a + bT + cT ln T + dT 2

+ eT 3
+ f T −1

+ gT 7
+ hT −9 (2)
where the parameters a through h are assigned from the SGTE
database [46].

Gibbs energy functions of the stoichiometric compounds are
represented by Eq. (3):

Gphase,ϕ
= xi

◦Gϕ
i +x j

◦Gϕ
j +1G f (3)

where ◦Gϕ
i and ◦Gϕ

j denote Gibbs free energy of element i
and j in their standard state and 1G f = a + bT represents
the Gibbs energy of formation of the stoichiometric compound,
where a and b are the model parameters to be optimized using
experimental data.

The Gibbs energy of a disordered solution phase is described
by the following equation:

G = xi
◦Gφ

i +x j
◦Gφ

j +RT [xi ln xi + x j ln x j ] +
ex Gφ (4)

where Φ denotes the phase in question and xi , x j denote the
mole fraction of component i and j , respectively. The excess
Gibbs energy is represented using the Redlich–Kister equation:

ex Gφ
= xi .x j

n=m∑
n=0

n Lφ
i, j (xi − x j )

n (5)

with n Lφ
i, j = an + bn × T (n = 0, . . . , m), where n Lφ

i, j is
the interaction parameters and an and bn are model parameters
to be optimized in terms of experimental phase diagram and
thermodynamic data.

In this study, one terminal solid solution phase, that is the
Mg-hcp phase, in the Mg–Ca system and two complete solid
solutions, fcc and bcc, in the Ca–Sr system were modeled using
random solution model.

The molar Gibbs energy for the liquid phase, derived from
quasichemical theory [47], is described by Eq. (6):

G liq
= ni

◦G liq
i +n j

◦G liq
j −T 1Sconfig

+
ni j

2
1 exs G liq

, (6)

where ni and n j are the number of moles of the component
i and j , ni j is the number of (i– j) pairs, 1Sconfig is
the configurational entropy of mixing given for randomly
distributing the (i–i), ( j– j), and (i– j) pairs.

1Sconfig
= −R[ni ln(xi ) + n j ln(x j )]

−R

[
ni i ln

(
xi i

y2
i

)
+ n j j ln

(
x j j

y2
j

)
+ ni j ln

(
xi j

2yi y j

)]
(7)

where xi and x j are the overall mole fractions of the
components i and j , respectively

xi =
ni

ni + n j
. (8)

Pair fraction:

xi i =
ni i

ni i + n j j + ni j
. (9)

And the coordination-equivalent fractions

yi =
Zi ni

Zi ni + Z j n j
(10)
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where Z is the coordination number.
The mass balance in the quasichemical model gives [48]:

Zi ni = 2ni i + ni j (11)

Z j n j = 2n j j + ni j . (12)

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eqs. (9) and (10) gives:

yi = xi i +
xi j

2

y j = x j j +
xi j

2
.

(13)

In Eq. (6), the expansion ex G liq can be expressed as a
polynomial in terms of the pair fraction xi i , x j j,xi j as shown
in Eq. (14) [6]:

1 ex G liq
= 1g◦

i j +

∑
i>1
m>1

gm◦

im xm
im +

∑
j>1
n>1

g◦n
nj xn

nj . (14)

The parameters, 1g◦

i j , gi◦
i j and g◦ j

i j are to be optimized using
experimental data.

Chartrand and Pelton [7] modified the quasichemical model,
in order to permit the coordination number to vary with
compositions, as follows:

1
Zi

=
1

Z i
i i

(
2ni i

2ni i + ni j

)
+

1

Z i
i j

(
ni j

2ni i + ni j

)
1

Z j
=

1

Z j
j j

(
2n j j

2n j j + ni j

)
+

1

Z j
j i

(
ni j

2n j j + ni j

) (15)

where Z i
i i and Z i

i j are the values of coordination number of i
atom when all nearest neighbours are i’s and j’s, respectively.

Substituting Eq. (15) in Eqs. (11) and (12) gives:

ni =
2ni i

Z i
i i

+
ni j

Z i
i j

n j =
2n j j

Z i
j j

+
ni j

Z i
j i

.

(16)

The coordination number of the pure elements in the metallic
liquid solution, ZCa

CaCa = ZMg
MgMg = ZSr

SrSr, is set to be 6
which is the same coordination number used by Pelton and
Chartrand [5], whereas, the coordination numbers of the pairs;
ZMg

MgCa, ZCa
CaMg, ZMg

MgSr, ZSr
SrMg, ZSr

CaSr and ZCa
SrCa are chosen to

permit the composition of maximum short-range ordering in
the binary system to be consistent with the composition that
corresponds to the minimum heat of mixing. The tendency to
maximum short-range ordering near the composition 55 at.%
Mg in the Mg–Ca system was obtained by setting ZMg

MgCa =

5 and ZCa
CaMg = 4. In the Mg–Sr system, the tendency to

maximum short-range ordering near the composition 40 at.% Sr
was obtained by setting ZMg

MgSr = 4 and ZSr
SrMg = 6. The positive

heat of mixing in Ca–Sr system is reflecting the fact that
formation of Ca–Ca and Sr–Sr pairs is more favourable than
formation of Ca–Sr pairs. This indicates that the coordination
number for Ca–Sr pairs should be small. Hence the parameters
ZSr

CaSr and ZCa
SrCa are set to be 3 in this work.
Fig. 1. (a) Reoptimized Mg–Ca System, (b) Mg-rich region of Mg–Ca system.

Thermodynamic optimization and calculation were per-
formed in this work using FactSage program [49].

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Mg–Ca system

The re-optimized Mg–Ca phase diagram along with all
experimental data from the literature is shown in Fig. 1. As can
be seen from this figure the calculated liquidus and invariant
points are in good agreement with the experimental data of
Vosskühler [11], and Klemm and Dinkelacker [12] but differ
slightly from the results of Baar [7]. A limited solid solubility
of Ca in Mg is observed in the calculated phase diagram
shown in Fig. 1(b). As can be seen from this figure the
maximum solid solubility of Ca in Mg is 0.43 at.% at 517 ◦C,
this agrees with the results of Vosskühler [11] who reported
0.50 at.% at 516.8 ◦C. Table 1 lists the thermodynamic model
parameters obtained by optimization using the experimental
thermodynamic and phase equilibrium data from the literature.
The calculated invariant points in relation to the experimental
data from the literature are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1
Optimized thermodynamic parameters of the Mg–Ca, Mg–Sr and Ca–Sr systems (J/mol atom)

The modified quasichemical model Random solution model [50,51]

Phase 1 ex Gliq
= 1g◦

AB +
∑

i>1 gi◦
AB x i

AA +
∑

j>1 g◦ j
AB x j

B B 1 ex Gliq
= xi .x j

∑n=m
n=0

n Lφ
i, j (xi − x j )

n

Liquid (Mg,
Ca)

1ex G liq
= −706.33 + 0.37T + (323.40 − 1.20T )xCa,Ca

+ (508.82 − 0.89T )xMg,Mg

1ex G liq
= xCaxMg(−24 018.6+1.94T )+xCaxMg(1785.73+

4.47T )(xCa−xMg)+xCaxMg(14 387.5−22.98T )(xCa−xMg)2

ZMg
MgCa = 5

ZCa
CaMg = 4

Liquid
(Mg,Sr)

1ex G liq
= −447.89 + 0.15T + (−355.16 − 0.05T )xSr,Sr

+ (170.42 − 0.07T )xMg,Mg

1ex G liq
= xSrxMg(−19 560 + 4.01T )

+ xSrxMg(−14 250.02 + 6.03T )(xSr − xMg)

ZSr
MgSr = 4

ZMg
SrMg = 6

Liquid
(Ca,Sr)

1ex G liq
= 43.74 + 0.01T + 22.85xCa,Ca − 6.09xSr,Sr 1ex G liq

= xCaxSr(1682 + 0.59T ) + xCaxSr(521.05 +

0.052T )(xCa − xSr) + −900xCaxSr(xCa − xSr)
2

ZSr
CaSr = 3

ZCa
SrCa = 3

Mg2Ca G
Mg2Ca
Mg:Ca = −13 468.62 + 2.08T G

Mg2Ca
Mg:Ca = −12 704.4 + 1.81T

Mg2Sr G
Mg2Sr
Mg:Sr = −7950.79 + 0.038T G

Mg2Sr
Mg:Sr = −9385.8 + 0.115T

Mg38Sr9 G
Mg38Sr9
Mg:Sr = −12 206.3 + 0.16T G

Mg38Sr9
Mg:Sr = −12 796.85 + 7.5T

Mg23Sr6 G
Mg23Sr6
Mg:Sr = −12 125.28 + 0.24T G

Mg23Sr6
Mg:Sr = −12 680.89 + 6.96T

Mg17Sr2 G
Mg17Sr2
Mg:Sr = −12 330.53 + 0.91T G

Mg17Sr2
Mg:Sr = −13 441.77 + 10.67T

bcc Gbcc
Ca:Sr = 3770.03 + 0.01T Gbcc

Ca:Sr = 3770.03 + 0.01T

fcc Gfcc
Ca:Sr = 3770.03 + 0.11T Gfcc

Ca:Sr = 3770.03 + 0.11T
Fig. 2. Comparison between the calculated heat of mixing of Mg–Ca liquid at
877 ◦C using the modified quasichemical model and random solution model
along with the experimental data [14,15].

The calculated heat of mixing of liquid Mg–Ca at 877 ◦C
is plotted in Fig. 2 together with experimental values from
the literature [14,15]. As can be seen in this figure, the
calculated heat of mixing of liquid Mg–Ca agrees well with
the experimental data of Sommer et al. [15], whereas, the
measured heat of mixing by Agarwal et al. [14], which is twice
as large as that measured by Sommer et al. [15], is not reliable.
Fig. 2 shows that the minimum value of the heat of mixing is
around 50 at.% Mg. Comparison between experimental heat of
mixing of Mg–Ca liquid at 877 ◦C [14,15] and the calculations
using the modified quasichemical model and random solution
model is shown in Fig. 2. Although the experimental phase
diagram was reproduced by both models and the same number
of optimized parameters were used, as can be seen in Table 1,
the quasichemical model resulted in better agreement with
the experimental data of Sommer et al. [15]. The entropy of
mixing of the Mg–Ca liquid at 807 ◦C calculated using the
modified quasichemical model shows a minimum value near the
composition 50 at.% Mg which corresponds to the composition
where the enthalpy of mixing is minimum indicating a tendency
for short range ordering in the Mg–Ca liquid as can be seen in
Fig. 3. This is in agreement with the work of Sommer [3] and
Mishra et al. [4] who reported a tendency for glass formation
close to this composition. Also, it can be seen from this figure
that the indication for short range ordering in the liquid is more
obvious in the curve obtained by the modified quasichemical
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Table 2
Comparison between calculated and experimental values of the invariant reactions in the Mg–Ca system

Reaction at.% Mg at.% Ca T (◦C) Reference Reaction type

L ↔ Mg-hcp
100.00 0.00 650.0 [8]

Melting
100.00 0.00 649.3 [This work]

L ↔ Ca-bcc
0.00 100.00 842.0 [8]

Melting
0.00 100.00 841.2 [This work]

Ca-bcc ↔ Ca-fcc
0.00 100.00 443.0 [8]

Allotropic
0.00 100.00 442.5 [This work]

L ↔ Mg2Ca + Ca-fcc

27.00 73.00 442 [12]

Eutectic
26.58 73.42 460 [9]
33.00 67.00 445 [10]
30.86 69.14 446 [7]
29.44 70.56 445 [This work]

L ↔ Mg2Ca

66.67 33.33 717 [11]

Congruent
66.67 33.33 714 [9]
66.67 33.33 725 [10]
66.67 33.33 721 [7]
66.67 33.33 714 [This work]

L ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg-hcp

89.44 10.56 516 [11]

Eutectic
89.51 10.49 517 [10]
88.95 11.05 525 [9]
87.75 12.25 518 [7]
89.44 10.56 514 [This work]
Fig. 3. Comparison between the calculated entropy of mixing of Mg–Ca liquid
at 807 ◦C using the modified the quasichemical model and random solution
model.

model. Fig. 4 presents the calculated activities of Ca and Mg in
the liquid at 827 ◦C in relation to the experimental data obtained
by [27,28]. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the calculated
activities followed the general trend of the experimental data.
The deviation is within the uncertainty limits of the measured
values especially since these data were obtained by vapour
pressure measurements which usually show large degree of
scatter.

In this work, the calculated heat of formation of Mg2Ca
is −13.47 kJ/mol atom, which is in agreement with the
heat of formation measured using tin solution calorimetry
by King and Kleppa [26], and Davison and Smith [22] as
−13.5 ± 1.25 kJ/mol atom and −13.17 ± 2.63 kJ/mol atom,
respectively.
Fig. 4. Calculated activity of (a) Ca and (b) Mg in the Mg–Ca liquid at 827 ◦C
(Reference state: Ca-liquid and Mg-liquid).
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Table 3
Comparison between calculated and experimental values of the invariant reactions in the Mg–Sr system

Reaction at.% Mg at.% Sr T ( ◦C) Reference Reaction type

Sr-bcc ↔ Sr-fcc
0.00 100.00 547.0 [8]

Allotropic
0.00 100.00 547.0 [This work]

L ↔ Mg2Sr + Sr-fcc

35.00 65.00 842.0 [32]

Eutectic
30.00 70.00 438.0 [34]
29.60 70.40 426.0 [33]
30.56 69.44 426.0 [This work]

L ↔ Mg2Sr

66.67 33.33 680.0 [32]

Congruent
66.67 33.33 680.0 [34]
66.67 33.33 689.0 [33]
66.67 33.33 676.6 [This work]

L + Mg2Sr ↔ Mg23Sr6

80.90 19.10 608.0 [34]
Peritectic80.64 19.36 603.0 [33]

79.31 20.69 600.7 [This work]

L + Mg23Sr6 ↔ Mg38Sr9

82.56 17.44 599.0 [34]
Peritectic82.50 17.50 598.0 [32]

81.50 18.50 595.6 [This work]

L ↔ Mg17Sr2 + Mg38Sr9

84.90 15.10 592.0 [34]

Eutectic
84.50 15.50 587.0 [32]
84.50 15.50 592.0 [31]
83.40 16.60 599.0 [33]
84.90 15.10 592.4 [This work]

L ↔ Mg17Sr2

90.00 10.00 609.0 [34]

Congruent
90.00 10.00 603.0 [32]
90.00 10.00 606.0 [31]
89.47 10.53 604.0 [33]
89.47 10.53 595.4 [This work]

L ↔ (Mg) + Mg17Sr2

94.00 6.00 586.0 [34]

Eutectic
94.00 6.00 585 ± 2 [32]
94.10 5.90 582.0 [31]
93.55 6.45 585.0 [33]
93.34 6.66 586.8 [This work]
4.2. Mg–Sr system

Experimental phase diagram, enthalpy of mixing and the
activities of Mg and Sr in the liquid phase were used to optimize
the thermodynamic model parameters of the liquid and the
intermetallic compounds in this system. The optimized model
parameters as well as the binary invariant points are given in
Tables 1 and 3, respectively. The reoptimized phase diagram
of the Mg–Sr system in relation to the experimental data from
the literature is shown in Fig. 5. Good agreement between the
reoptimized phase diagram and the measured liquidus points
of [31–34] can be observed in this figure.

Also, good agreement between the calculated enthalpy of
mixing at 807 ◦C and the experimental data of Sommer et al.
[15] can be observed in Fig. 6. As can be seen in this figure, the
heat of mixing of Mg–Sr liquid at 807 ◦C calculated using the
modified quasichemical model has better agreement with the
experimental data than the random solution model. Fig. 7 shows
the calculated activities of Mg and Sr in the Mg–Sr liquid at
827 ◦C along with the experimental data of [36]. The calculated
activities show good agreement with the experimental data.
On the formation of an intermetallic compound from its
components changes in the structure, bond type and strength
occur. The Gibbs free energy of formation of the intermetallic
compounds gives an indication of their stability. According to
thermodynamic principles, the formation of an intermetallic
compound results in small value of entropy of formation that
ranges from −10 to 10 J/mol K which depending on the
configurational and vibrational entropy of formation. Hence,
unreasonable prediction of the entropy of formation creates less
reliable value for the enthalpy of formation. In this work, the
calculated heat of formation of Mg2Sr is −7.95 kJ/mol atom,
which is in agreement with the heat of formation measured
from solid Mg and Sr using tin solution calorimetry by King
and Kleppa [26] as −7.18 kJ/mol atom but different from
Zhong et al. [45] value as −10.62 kJ/mol atom. Fig. 8 shows a
comparison between the calculated enthalpy of formation from
this work and Zhong’s et al. [45] results. In this work, the
calculated entropy of formation of Mg2Sr is 0.038 J/mol K
compared to Zhong’s et al. [45] calculation as 3.03 J/mol K,
this difference resulted in less reliable value for the heat of
formation. The entropy of formation of other intermetallic
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Fig. 5. (a) Reoptimized Mg–Sr system, (b) Mg-rich region of the Mg–Sr
system.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the calculated heat of mixing of Mg–Sr liquid at
807 ◦C using the modified quasichemical model and random solution model
along with the experimental data of [15].

compounds in Mg–Sr system calculated by Zhong et al. [45]
are also different from this work; the entropy of formation
of Mg38Sr9, for example, is 54.73 J/mol K compared to
0.16 J/mol K calculated using the modified quasichemical
model. Therefore, this difference in the entropy of formation
between the two works resulted in different values for the heat
of formation as can be seen in Fig. 8.
Fig. 7. Calculated activity of (a) Mg, (b) Sr in Mg–Sr liquid with the
experimental data of [36] at 827 ◦C (Reference state: Sr-liquid and Mg-liquid).

Fig. 8. Heat of formation of different intermetallic compounds in the Mg–Sr
system.

4.3. Ca–Sr system

The experimental data of Schottmiller et al. [37], and Predel
and Sommer [44] are used to reoptimize the Ca–Sr system.
The stable phases in the present optimization of this system are
liquid, fcc and bcc. Fig. 9 shows the reoptimized phase diagram
with the experimental data of Schottmiller et al. [37]. The
reoptimized Ca–Sr system agrees well with the experimental
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Fig. 9. Re-optimized Ca–Sr system.

Fig. 10. Calculated heat of mixing of Ca–Sr liquid alloys at 827 ◦C.

data. Fig. 10 shows good agreement between the calculated
heat of mixing and the experimental data of [44]. As can be
seen in this figure, the heat of mixing of Ca–Sr liquid at 827 ◦C
calculated using the modified quasichemical model has better
agreement with the experimental data than the random solution
model. Physically, the positive heat of mixing is reflecting
the fact that formation of Ca–Ca and Sr–Sr pairs is more
favourable than formation of Ca–Sr pairs. In this work, the
excess entropy of mixing of the liquid alloys is relatively small
with maximum value of +0.02 J/mol K which is in agreement
with the evaluation of Alcock et al. [43].

Due to the lack of experimental data for the Ca–Sr system,
its thermodynamic description was predicted based on the
experimental work of Schottmiller et al. [37], and Predel and
Sommer [44] only.

4.4. Mg–Ca–Sr system

The thermodynamic properties of the liquid were estimated
from the optimized binary parameters using Kohler extrap-
olation [52]. No ternary adjustable terms were added since
experimental phase equilibrium and thermodynamic data for
the Mg–Ca–Sr system could not be found in the literature. The
database was then used to calculate polythermic projections of
the liquidus surfaces shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The Mg–Ca–Sr
Fig. 11. Ternary liquidus projection of Mg–Ca–Sr in weight fraction with
invariant points calculated using the modified quasichemical model and limited
solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr is assumed.

Fig. 12. Ternary liquidus projection of the Mg–Ca–Sr system in mole fraction
calculated using the modified quasichemical model and limited solubility
between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr is assumed.

ternary system is presented as a projection using Gibbs trian-
gle at various temperature and constant pressure. The calculated
liquidus projection is divided into eight primary crystallization
fields: (Mg), Mg17Sr2, Mg2Sr, Mg23Sr6, Mg38Sr9, fcc, Mg2Ca,
and bcc. The crystallization fields of Mg23Sr6 and Mg38Sr9 are
more extended in the ternary diagram than these predicted in the
work of [45]. Liquidus surfaces of bcc and Mg2Ca dominate the
phase diagram. The model predicted three saddle points, three
peritectics, three quasiperitectic and three ternary eutectics. The
respective reactions of these points are listed in Table 4. A com-
parison between liquidus projections calculated using random
solution model and the modified quasichemical model is pre-
sented in Fig. 13. The two models predicted slightly different
liquidus projection for the Mg–Ca–Sr system.
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Table 4
Ternary invariant points of the Mg–Ca–Sr system for the case of no solid solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr (wt.%)

Reaction wt.% Mg wt.% Ca wt.% Sr T (K) Reaction typea

L ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg + Mg17Sr2 79.96 15.45 4.59 792.2 E1
L ↔ Mg17Sr2 + Mg38Sr9 + Mg2Ca 57.40 13.68 28.92 809.9 E2
L ↔ Mg2Ca + fcc + Mg2Sr 13.77 13.02 73.21 622.5 E3
L + Mg23Sr6 ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg38Sr9 54.99 13.40 31.61 819.64 U1
L + Mg2Sr ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg23Sr6 52.89 13.36 33.75 814.02 U2
L + bcc ↔ Mg2Ca + fcc 19.17 78.02 2.81 718.6 U3
L ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg17Sr2 64.73 14.98 20.29 813.4 S1
L ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg23Sr6 53.21 13.32 33.47 811.8 S2
L ↔ Mg2Ca + Mg2Sr 41.25 15.37 43.38 839.0 S3

a E denotes ternary eutectic reaction; U denotes ternary quasiperitectic reaction and S denotes saddle point.
Fig. 13. Ternary liquidus projection of the Mg–Ca–Sr system in mole fraction
calculated using random solution model and the modified quasichemical model.

Since there is no experimental data to prove the existence
of unlimited solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr, mutual
solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr in the ternary phase
diagram is considered. C14 is modelled with two sublattices
with Mg atoms occupying the first sublattice. In view of the
fact that atomic size and crystal structure of Ca and Sr are
similar, these two elements replace each other and their mixing
is allowed on the second sublattice.

The Gibbs energy of C14 is modelled using compound
energy formalism as shown in Eq. (17).

GC14
= yCaG0,C14

Mg:Ca + ySrG
0,C14
Mg:Sr + yCaG0,C14

Va:Ca

+ ySrG
0,C14
Va:Sr +

2
3

RT (yCa ln yCa + ySr ln ySr)

+ yCa ySrL
0,C14
Ca,Sr:Mg, (17)

where G0,C14
Mg:Ca and G0,C14

Mg:Sr are the Gibbs energy of formation
of Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr compounds in the binary Mg–Ca and
Mg–Sr systems. G0,C14

Va:Ca and G0,C14
Va:Sr represent the Gibbs energy

of formation of the metastable end members of the solid
solution and they were given high positive values (105 J/mol).
L0,C14

Ca,Sr:Mg describes the ternary interaction parameter within the
sublattice which is assumed to be negligible due to lack of the
experimental data for this system.
Fig. 14. Ternary liquidus projection of the Mg–Ca–Sr in mole fraction
calculated using the modified quasichemical model assuming mutual solubility
between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr.

The liquidus projection for the mutual solubility between
Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr is drawn in Fig. 14. The model predicted
two quasiperitectic and two ternary eutectics. Comparison
between the calculated invariant points in this analysis and the
work of [45] is listed in Table 5. Isothermal section of the
Mg–Ca–Sr system at 450 ◦C using the modified quasichemical
model for the mutual solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr
is drawn in Fig. 15. Including mutual solubility between
Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr resulted in different liquidus projection and
invariant points. This demands experimental investigation in
order to verify the mutual solubility and the invariant points.

5. Summary

A self-consistent thermodynamic database has been
constructed for the Mg–Ca–Sr system using the modified quasi-
chemical model. The model parameters are evaluated by incor-
porating all experimental data available in the literature. The
phase diagrams and thermodynamic properties of all the three
binaries show good agreement with the experimental data. The
ternary phase diagram of the Mg–Ca–Sr system is calculated by
combining the databases of the three constituent binaries. Two
cases of limited and complete solubility between Mg2Ca and
Mg2Sr were presented in this work. In the case of limited sol-
ubility, the established database for this system predicted three
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Table 5
Ternary invariant points of the Mg–Ca–Sr system for the case of complete solid solubility between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr (at.%)

Reaction at.% Mg at.% Ca at.% Sr T (K) Reference Reaction typea

L ↔ C14 + Mg + Mg17Sr2
88.95 8.43 2.75 783.90 [45]

E1
89.05 10.20 0.75 792.97 This work

L + Mg38Sr9 ↔ Mg17Sr2 + C14
83.32 3.60 13.08 841.90 [45]

U1
84.34 4.61 11.05 852.66 This work

L + Mg23Sr6 ↔ C14 + Mg38Sr9
81.95 1.95 16.10 859.50 [45]

U2
83.83 3.74 12.43 858.07 This work

L ↔ C14 + fcc + bcc
29.24 69.23 1.53 717.00 [45]

E2
27.53 68.61 3.86 718.29 This work

a E denotes ternary eutectic reaction; U denotes ternary quasiperitectic reaction.
Fig. 15. Isothermal section of the Mg–Ca–Sr system in mole fraction at 450 ◦C
calculated using the modified quasichemical model assuming mutual solubility
between Mg2Ca and Mg2Sr.

saddle points, three quasiperitectics, and three ternary eutec-
tics. However in the case of complete solubility, a significantly
different Mg–Ca–Sr system was predicted with two quasiperi-
tectic and two ternary eutectics. A comparison between the
calculated liquidus projection using random solution model
and the modified quasichemical model is presented. This is
the first attempt to construct the ternary phase diagram of the
Mg–Ca–Sr system using the modified quasichemical model.
Since this model is more physically sound than the random mix-
ing and associates models, this work lays down the foundation
for more developed evaluation.
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